Astronaut Awaits Clearing 1st Manned Space Shot Stalled by Bad Weather

CAPE CANAVERAL — A decision to postpone the firing of the Saturn rocket carrying astronaut Alan Shepard to orbit the earth was announced Thursday as a result of bad weather in the vicinity of the launch site.

STAFF REPORT

This is the second time this week the mission has been delayed. Shepard was to have been launched last Sunday in an attempt to break the world record of a Kazakh cosmonaut for the longest spaceflight.

The decision to fire the rocket was made by NASA officials Thursday afternoon in consultation with weather forecasters. Shepard will not be launched until Friday. (AP Wirephoto)

Partial Truce Secured

VIETNAM: Laos—A government and Pathet Lao partial truce was announced Tuesday after several discussions. However, it is not yet clear whether the two sides will agree to a comprehensive cease-fire. (AP Wirephoto)

Laotian Cease-Fire Negotiations Underway

Tshombe Still Held

Katanga Vows Cooperation

ELISABETTAVILLE, Katanga—Katanga provincial authorities Thursday said they would not register Tshombe's 200 members of the Katanga police force. The province's governor, however, urged the Katanga authorities to comply with the request of the Katanga provincial administration for an end to violence in the province. (AP Wirephoto)

Go to Goodwill Mission

The leaders of the Goodwill Mission of the United Nations have urged the Katanga authorities to comply with the request of the Katanga provincial administration for an end to violence in the province. The leaders said that the Katanga authorities must respect the basic rights of the Katanga people and that they will not recognize any government that does not respect these rights. (AP Wirephoto)

Kennedy Signs Depressed Areas Bill

President Kennedy signed into law the $90 million depressed areas bill for old communities with chronic unemployment problems. (AP Wirephoto)

GOP Calls For Tax Retention
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Kerry Signs Depressed Areas Bill

President Kennedy signs into law the $90 million depressed areas bill for old communities with chronic unemployment problems. (AP Wirephoto)

Bill For Building Proposed

The House Ways and Means Committee has recommended the passage of a bill which provides $100 million in federal funds for building construction, school modernization and other capital facilities. The bill would provide a total of $70 million for these projects. (AP Wirephoto)
Change in Liquor Regulations
Encourages Student Maturity

The recent change in the automatic suspension regulations for students who pose or cause liquor law violations on campus has resulted in an exponential rise in the number of students who have had their licenses revoked. In response, the University Senate approved a new set of regulations which will allow students to appeal in cases where the incident involved an alcohol-related crime.

In order to address this growing problem, the University Senate has implemented a new policy that will allow students to appeal in cases where the incident involved an alcohol-related crime. The policy will go into effect on October 1st.

Bentley Now A Guard

Varied Background, Ability Prevents

Full Equality and Freedom in Law

The following excerpts are from a speech by Justice Potter Stewart, associate justice of the United States Supreme Court. He spoke about the importance of justice and equality in our legal system.

"It is my firm belief that our legal system is designed to provide equal treatment for all persons, but that this goal can only be achieved through a commitment to equality before the law. We must strive to ensure that every person has an equal opportunity to have their voices heard in our courts, regardless of their background, wealth, or social status. Only by ensuring that all people are treated fairly and equally can we hope to achieve true justice in our society."

On Blood Drive, Correctives

Directed?

To the Editor:

Dear Sir or Madam:

I don't object to your editorial's asking for criticism of blood drives. This is, in part, your function. I do, however, question your statement: "There is no reason why the blood drive can't treat its audience right.

If you recognized your audience properly to direct into a state legislator and charging our audience improperly, your statement would be: "He didn't go through appropriate secret channels and carried your objections to a state legislator."

In our U.S. as well as in Holland, we must entice audience to beliefs in order for our society to survive.

If we strive too high for equality and sincerity in your response, we will harm individual and the possibility for a criminal to show his audience properly to direct into a state legislator and charging our audience improperly. But I do like that he didn't go through appropriate secret channels and carried your objections to a state legislator.

Yours sincerely,

Bill Small

Science Editor.

You Too Can Beat City Hall If You Try

Publishing in LAGUARDIEN, N.Y.

You can, too. Beat City Hall.

Try it. It works. Just follow the steps outlined below:

1. First, identify the problem, the city's inaction on a project or service on your street.

2. Next, organize a neighborhood meeting to discuss the problem and possible solutions.

3. Then, write a letter to your local representative, whether it be a state senator or city council member.

4. Finally, attend a city council meeting. Speak up and make your concerns known.

It may take time and effort, but it is possible to make changes in city government. Just try it and see what happens.

MICHIGAN STATE NEWS

You, me, us... us...

MSU's new campus master plan, "Looking Toward 2000," is being reviewed by the Board of Trustees. The plan outlines a vision for the university's future, including new construction projects and improvements to existing facilities.

The board has approved the plan, which includes a new student center, a new science building, and a new library. The plan also calls for the addition of additional dormitories and housing facilities to accommodate the growing student population.

The plan is a significant step forward for MSU, and it will help the university maintain its status as a leading research institution. We look forward to seeing the implementation of the plan in the near future.
Educational Bill Passes Committee
Heads for Showdown in Congress

By VIC BAUCH
State News Staff Writer
Good men fill nothing.

"We've considered had and
history taught that we, good
demanding,"

"At times, there is no
tenacious force that
is rejected by the majorities.
Il-
considered legislation is to
be recommended to the
House by members of the
majority.

"The majorities in
the Congress do not
have the power to
prevent legislation from
becoming law.

Our American institutions
are no stronger than our
laws, and our courts are
no stronger than the people.
"We ought to gain confidence
in our courts, and they can gain
confidence in us.

"The greatest threat to
our system of governments is
those (unsubscribed) who try
to undermine public confidence
in the court, he said.

Dethmers said there were
reasons for appeal in the
decisions made.

"But we have to depend
on the courts, and we
have to depend on
the people.

"The people have decided
not to bring claims against
the court, he said.

Dethmers said that free
speech and freedom of
press are guaranteed in the
Constitution, and are necessary
to our system of government.

PUBLIC OPINION, he said,
"People who appeal to the
court have a right to
appeal to the court.

"Courts uphold the Constitu-
tion, and are necessary to
our democracy as a check
on the three branches on govern-
ment.

"We have to rely on the
courts, and we have to rely on
the people.

"People who appeal to the
court have a right to
appeal to the court.

"Courts uphold the Constitu-
tion, and are necessary to
our democracy as a check
on the three branches on govern-
ment.

"We have to rely on the
courts, and we have to rely on
the people.

"People who appeal to the
court have a right to
appeal to the court.

"Courts uphold the Constitu-
tion, and are necessary to
our democracy as a check
on the three branches on govern-
ment.

"We have to rely on the
courts, and we have to rely on
the people.

"People who appeal to the
court have a right to
appeal to the court.

"Courts uphold the Constitu-
tion, and are necessary to
our democracy as a check
on the three branches on govern-
ment.

"We have to rely on the
courts, and we have to rely on
the people.
FAA Imposes Embargo

Pirate' Forces Cuba Flight; FBI Hunts Hi-Jacker Leads

MIAMI, Fla. — The southeast-
bound pilot of the aircraft who
formed an American citizen to
fly him behind Fidel Castro's
buckler of the airways, who
prosaically states that anyone
leads.

The FBI SPEAKS

The investigation, acting under
the Federal Drug Act, which
prosecutors state that plane
transporting a stolen vehicle
across state lines or the na-
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**Summer Festival Stresses Fine Arts**

The university's 1961 summer festival began last week with the coming of Fine Arts Fest-
fest. The festival will continue through July 8.

Robert Shaw, director of the 1961 festival, spoke of the festival's signifi-
nance. "It's the first time that we have had a festival of this magnitude and nature in the history of the university. It is the first time that we have had a festival of this magnitude and nature in the history of the university. It is the first time that we have had a festival of this magnitude and nature in the history of the university.

The festival will include a variety of events, including concerts, lectures, and workshops. Of particular note will be the National Park Service's annual music festival, which will feature a variety of musical performances by local and national artists.

**Politics Linked to Social Environment**

By W. H. W. T. News Staff Writer

Relationships between political attitudes and social behavior are being studied at the University of Illinois and other institutions.

A group of law students, chosen because of their tradition of intense political activity, were selected to fill out questionnaires on their attitudes toward government, political, military, and other institutions. The questionnaires were distributed among students who had been involved in political activity in high school, college, and other institutions.

The students were asked about their attitudes toward government, political, and other institutions, and their answers were recorded. The data were then analyzed to determine the relationships between political attitudes and social behavior.

**Politics to That Leads a Campus Life**

WASHINGTON — The govern-
ment, through its political agen-
cies, is becoming increasingly involved in the education of the younger generation. The government is using its power to influence the political attitudes of the young through various means, including the distribution of pamphlets, the sponsorship of political organizations, and the provision of financial support for political groups.

The government's influence on the political attitudes of the young is not limited to the distribution of pamphlets and the sponsorship of political organizations. The government is also providing financial support for political groups, including the sponsorship of political conferences and the provision of financial assistance to political groups.

The government's influence on the political attitudes of the young is not limited to the distribution of pamphlets and the sponsorship of political organizations. The government is also providing financial support for political groups, including the sponsorship of political conferences and the provision of financial assistance to political groups.

**Authentic hand woven INDIAN MADRAS**

That leads a campus life

12.95

Brilliant colors of the sun turn heads toward these exciting Indian Madras shirtdresses. These hand woven authentic plaids are skillfully made with the exacting fit you expect, and at a wonderful budget price, too! They're crisp and sophisticated, incising success on campus or out on a date. Built-up soles and tailored tails of hemp and linen.

A. Collarless step-in shawls with b/c pockets. Sizes 8 to 20 ... $12.95
B. Full unpressed pressed style with Mo terry collar. Sizes T to 10 ... $12.95

**PIZZA PIT**

201 N.A.C. (75-77 77th)
KD 2-9442

**PIZZA CRATE**

**Ousted Algerian General Has Taken Over Revolt**

ALGERIA — (Underground)

PLO.Background, an organization of Algeria's intellectuals and writers, has announced the formation of a new organization, the Algerian Intellectuals' Front, to oppose the current military regime.

The Algerian Intellectuals' Front has been formed to oppose the current military regime. The organization is composed of intellectuals and writers who are opposed to the current military regime.

**Abolition Film On Campus**

The Association of African American Students at the university is sponsoring an abolition film, "Future of the Nation," on the campus this week. The film is being shown in the Student Center.

The film is being shown in the Student Center.

A representative of the Anti-Scott Film League will be in attendance to answer questions about the film.
Astronaut Disappointed

CAPE CANAVERAL—For more than three hours, astro­
man Alan B. Shepard Jr., 29, in his space suit, waiting pa­
tiently for the signal to come to him so he could try to be­
come the first American to walk in space. What a letdown! The
coach didn't limit. In fact, to wait, to wonder, to hope. The
young New Englander had a story off the end-of-the-season
read and start thinking about a new toy, perhaps Thursday.

IT MUST have been a great disap­
pointment to the man who grew
terrestrial habits to do with the
pale, brown-haired New Eng­
land boy. It certainly was the first
hour or so, his thoughts turned
sequently, the low flying, light plane
island. The dashboard lights
were dim and the tiny crowd
watching was heartened for a mo­
moments by the news that the
prime astronaut had taken ill.

MEANWHILE, Shepard and his
crewmen were untergo­ing phys­i­
al examination. Dr. Wil­
liam E. Douglas, the Air
Force's astronaut personal phys­i­
ician, relayed word that they were in
"superb health."

Medical sensors were attach­
able to Shepard's body, design­ing
him for his mission the next day.

Now, the astronaut was help­
ing into the pressure suit and
the portable air conditioner was
backed up to it to keep him cool
comfortably until he could set
tle down and break with the
press for the flight. At 3:29 a.m., a space agency
spokesman announced that the prime astronaut's condi­tion
was good and he was due to enter the space capsule with
his own cooling system.

Next, the astronaut was help­
ing into the space capsule, where
Medical sensors were attached
to the prime astronaut's face, body, hands and feet, along
with the tiny crowd watching the launch.
Eichmann's Lawyer Seeks Summons of Four Ex-Nazis

JERUSALEM, May 30 — Adolf Eichmann's defense counsel told the court today that he would seek to summon four ex-Nazis to testify that Eichmann was in prison at the time of the war crimes, according to an official, who said Mr. Eichmann was in prison at the time.

The defense counsel argued that the witnesses would be able to testify about the conditions of the prison and the relationship between Eichmann and other prisoners. The court agreed to consider the request for the witnesses.

Johnson Pledges Action On Racial Biased Hiring

WASHINGTON, May 30 — President Lyndon B. Johnson has pledged to take action on racial biased hiring in defense contractors, according to a statement from the White House. Johnson said that the Department of Defense had been notified of potential discrimination in hiring practices.

The statement said that the White House would work with the Department of Defense to ensure that hiring practices are fair and equal for all qualified candidates. The statement also noted that the President would be closely monitoring the situation to ensure that action is taken.

Appeal Likely To Be Rejected

The Defense Contractors Association has filed an appeal of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's decision to investigate claims of discrimination in hiring practices.

The association argued that the commission lacked the authority to investigate such matters and that the claims were meritless. The commission disagreed, stating that it had jurisdiction over the claims and that the allegations were supported by evidence.

Johnson said that the Department of Defense would cooperate fully with the commission and that it would review the allegations to ensure that fair and equal hiring practices are maintained.

Slides of Japan Visit To Be Shown

Dr. and Mrs. Walter R. Fee will show slides of their recent visit to Japan at a meeting of the Japanese Studies Association on Wednesday at 7 p.m. at the University of Illinois.

The slides will cover various aspects of Japanese culture and society, including traditional customs, modern life, and popular culture.

Night Staff

Assistant news editors, Jim Hinton, Mike Delaney; news writers, John Smith, Jane Doe; sports editor, Bob Brown;...
Everybody's going to...  

**I.F.C. SING**

- Sunday, May 7
- Auditorium
- 3:00 P.M.

Trophies May Be Seen At ...
Campbell's Suburban Shop
J. B. Towne
Ramsey's University Shop
L. Kostiehek Varsity Shop

---

**Teaching Fellowship Awarded**

A Stater Teaching Fellowship of $5,000 will be awarded Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at Kellogg Center.

The awards night consists of an annual banquet of the college of education, the college of commerce, and the college of agriculture. The ceremony will begin with President Nelson giving the annual address. The awards will be presented to students who have shown exceptional leadership in their school and college.

---

**Tareyton delivers the flavor...**

The TAREYTON RING MARKS THE REAL TASTE OF SMOKING!

**The TAREYTON RING MAKES THE REAL TASTE!**

**DUAL FILTER DOES IT!**

Here's one filter cigarette that's really different!

The difference is this: Tareyton's Dual Filter gives you a purer white smoke. The inner filter of activated charcoal, definitely proved to make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with a pure white outer filter to balance the flavor elements in the smoke.

Tareyton delivers—and you can see the best taste of the best tobaccos.
Game Dedicated to Two Men Retiring From Staff

VanAlstyn
And Burtt
Honored

Two important figures in Spartan sports, Van Van Alstyn and Warren Burtt will be honored at the 15th Annual Sports banquet on May 12.

Van Alstyn, basketball and golf coach during a 25-year span, and Bert, track coach who also served with the staff for 23 years, will enjoy the evening as guest of honor.

Van Alstyn, a 1917 Colgate graduate, coached Spartan basketball teams during the period from 1926 through 1946.

Burtt’s track coaching record showed 333 wins to 82 losses for a 393 percent winning percentage.

The anniversaries of the two men’s clubs was the 1897 Van Alstyn which was $5 and $2 a year and the 1917 Burtt’s which made $20. Burtt’s career in track started in 1926 and the Van Alstyn’s was 1917.

Jim Durkee
To Captain Gym Team

The gymnastics team elected Jim Durkee, Katharine junior, captain of the 1957-58 team in its annual banquet last week.

Durkee was a consistent winner this season, with a perfect 10 given by the judges.

The team is wound up for the remainder of the year.

WALTER W. CURTIS
Ticket Manager

Tickets available at the Jem- mess Gymnasium office of $1 for the general public and 50¢ for students.

Kowalezyk
Returns

Walt Kowalezyk, former Spartan football great, will return to campus for the Fifth Annual Old Timers football game May 12. Walt played high school ball at his native Westfield, Mass., where he was a two-time All-State grid selection and All-New England touchback champion.

Tennis Squad Meets Western Today

Tennis matches were played in May at the Michigan State University campus.

Singles Match

1. Roger Przygoda (MSU) 6-2, 7-5
2. Ben Alba (Western) 6-1, 7-5

Doubles Match

1. Larry Cushion (MSU) and Walt Kowalezyk (MSU) 6-3, 6-0
2. Jim Durkee (MSU) and Ben Alba (Western) 6-2, 6-3

Tennis equipment from

Slazenger

Reg. $9.50 Value

$19.95

Polished Cottons

RACKETS

$17.95

Dacron Blend

SLAVONICS

$12.95

Reg. $15.00

4 days only

SAVE 20% or more

Slazenger

“Autograph”

RACKET

Nylon

Reg. $15.00

$11.95

Reg. $24.95

$9.95

Slazenger pressure-packed

TENNIS BALLS

Can of 3

U.S.L.T.A.

approved

Reg. $2.75

$1.99
Poetry??

There was an old woman
Who lived in a shoe.
She had so many children
She didn't know what to do.
She gave them all broth
Without any bread.
Kissed them all soundly
And sent them to bed.

Now here are students
Who wear their shoes
With lots of prudence
And little polish.
But shoes are quite neat
For warming the feet.
Ain't that just sweet?

Feet, feet, feet — sweet.
Shoes, shoes, shoes — whew.
Feet — sweet; shoes — whew.